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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to obtain a representation of a *-algebra A , one generally
Ž .resorts to the familiar Gelfand]Naimark]Segal GNS construction, start-
Ž . w xing from a positive linear functional state on A 13 . In more singular
Ž .situations, the same construction may be made starting from a quasi-
weight, that is, a positive linear functional w that may take infinite values,
or, equivalently, a positive linear functional that is defined only on a
Ž .suitable subspace D w of A. Now, there are cases where one has to go
further and consider a partial *-algebra, that is, a vector space provided
with a multiplication that is defined only for certain pairs of elements. The
most studied class of partial *-algebras is that of partial O*-algebras, that
w xis, partial *-algebras of closable operators on a Hilbert space 4, 5 . A
natural concept of representation may be defined for such objects. So the
same question arises: How does one construct them? An obvious answer is
to generalize the GNS construction.
w xIn our previous work 5 , we have presented a solution, using the
so-called in¤ariant positi¤e sesquilinear forms or i. p.s. forms. This is a
concept of sesquilinear form specifically designed for the presence of a
partial multiplication and the possible lack of associativity it entails. For
w xsuch an i.p.s. form, we gave in 5 an adapted GNS construction. The
resulting representation is a homomorphism from the partial *-algebra
into a partial O*-algebra. However, the concept of an everywhere defined
i.p.s. form is too restrictive, as is that of a positive linear functional in the
case of *-algebras. Thus the missing element in the picture is the proper
generalization of weights to partial *-algebras in such a way that the GNS
construction remains possible. The resulting object is a sesquilinear form,
defined on a certain domain, and naturally we call it a biweight.
We shall give in this paper a definition of biweight over partial *-alge-
bras that answers the question and provide a number of concrete examples
Ž .Section 2 and 3 . However, since the sesquilinear forms considered are
not defined everywhere, we have to be careful with questions of domains,
exactly as for bounded operators or quadratic forms on a Hilbert space. In
fact it will be necessary to include a notion of core in the definition of
biweight. This will give much more flexibility to the concept, since a given
biweight may have many different cores. As for an unbounded operator, it
is often difficult to find a maximal core, but relatively easy to find a
convenient one.
Now, in general, the GNS representation p determined by a biweight ww
maps the elements of the partial *-algebra into unbounded operators. So
one may ask under which conditions on w will the representating opera-
Ž .tors p A be bounded. In that case, we say that the biweight w isw
admissible. We will study this concept, and the related one of approximately
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admissible biweight, in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Again the examples
of Section 3 will provide various concrete realizations of such objects.
Finally, a word about the literature. Our new definition, of course,
w xgeneralizes that of i.p.s. form developed in 5 , but also that of weight on a
w x Ž .partial *-algebra introduced in 6 see also the Appendix . Analogous
w xsituations have been envisaged in 10 in the case of quasi *-algebras and
w xin 19 for partial *-algebras, using a closely related notion of B-weight.
In order to make the paper reasonably self-contained, we collect here
the main definitions and fix our notations. Further information may be
w x w xfound in 4, 5 and the review paper 7 .
A partial *-algebra is a complex vector space A , endowed with an
Ž .involution x ‹ x* that is, a bijection such that x** s x and a partial
Ž .multiplication defined by a set G ; A = A a binary relation such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .i x, y g G implies y*, x* g G;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii x, y , x, y g G implies x, l y q m y g G, ; l, m g C;1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .iii for any x, y g G there is defined a product xy g A , which is
Ž .distributive w.r. to the addition and satisfies the relation xy * s y*x*.
ŽNotice that the partial multiplication is not required to be associative and
.often it is not . The element e of the partial *-algebra A is called a unit if
Ž .e* s e, e, x g G, ; x g A and ex s xe s x, ; x g A. If A has no unit, it
may always be embedded into a larger partial *-algebra with unit, in the
w xstandard fashion 2 .
Given the defining set G, spaces of multipliers are defined in the
obvious way,
x , y g G m x g L y or x is a left multiplier of yŽ . Ž .
m y g R x or y is a right multiplier of x ,Ž .
and, naturally, for a subset N ; A ,
R N s R x , L N s L x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F F
xgN xgN
We turn now to partial O*-algebras. Let H be a complex Hilbert space
²Ž .and let D be a dense subspace of H. We denote by L D, H the set of all
Ž . Ž . Ž .closable linear operators X such that D X s D, D X* = D. The set
²Ž .L D, H is a partial *-algebra with respect to the following operations:
the usual sum X q X , the scalar multiplication l X, the involution1 2
² Ž .X ‹ X s X* ° D, and the weak partial multiplication X I X s1 2
²U ŽX X , defined whenever X is a weak right multiplier of X equiv-1 2 2 1
. Ž ²U .alently, X is a weak left multiplier of X ; that is, iff X D ; D X and1 2 2 1
U Ž U . Ž wŽ . wŽ ..X D ; D X we write X g R X or X g L X . When we re-1 2 2 1 1 2
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²Ž .gard L D, H as a partial *-algebra with those operations, we denote it
²Ž .by L D, H .w
²Ž .A partial O*-algebra on D is a *-subalgebra M of L D, H ; that is,w
²Ž .M is a subspace of L D, H , containing the identity and such thatw
X ² g M whenever X g M and X I X g M for any X , X g M such1 2 1 2
wŽ . ²Ž .that X g R X . Thus L D, H itself is the largest partial O*-algebra2 1 w
on the domain D.
² ²Ž .Given a -invariant subset N of L D, H , we need two notions of
bounded commutants. First the familiar weak bounded commutant, de-
fined as
X < < ²N s C g B H ; CXj h s Cj X h for each j , hgD and XgN .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .w
ŽThen the quasi-weak bounded commutant which incorporates the lack of
.associativity of the weak partial multiplication is defined as
NX s C g NX ; CX ²j N X h s Cj N X I X h andŽ . Ž .Ž .qw w 1 2 1 2
C*X ²j N X h s C*j N X I X hŽ .Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
for all X , X g N s.t. X g Lw X and all j , h g D .Ž . 41 2 1 2
Both NX and NX are weakly closed, *-invariant subspaces, but notw qw
necessarily algebras.
Finally a partial O*-algebra M on D is said to be a partial GW *-algebra
if it is fully closed and satisfies the two conditions MX D s D andw
Y ² ²Ž .M s M. A -invariant subset N of N of L D, H is called fully closedws
YÃŽ . Ž .if D s D N s l D X . As for the bicommutant, it means N sX g N ws
Ž X . XN , wherew s
NX s Y g L ² D, H ; Xj N Yh s Y ²j N X ²hŽ . Ž . Ž .s
for each j , h g D and X g N .4
X Ž .In that case, M is a von Neumann algebra, the closure of the boundedw
Ž X .part of M is also a von Neumann algebra, namely M ’ M 9, ando w
wŽ X . xs* w xs*M s M 9 ° D , where ? denotes the closure in the strong* topologyw
²Ž .of L D, H . The good properties of partial GW*-algebras stem precisely
from the fact that they contain a s*-dense subset of bounded operators.
The last definitions we need are related with representations. A *-repre-
sentation of a partial *-algebra A is a *-homomorphism of A into
²Ž . ²Ž .L D, H for some pair D ; H ; that is, a linear map p : A “ L D, Hw w
Ž . Ž . Ž .² Ž . Ž .such that i p x* s p x for every x g A and ii x g L y in A
Ž . wŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .implies p x g L p y and p x I p y s p xy . If p is a *-represen-
² ÄŽ .tation of the partial *-algebra A into L D, H , we define D as thew
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Ž .completion of D with respect to the graph topology defined by p A .
Furthermore we put
ÃD s D p x , D* s D p x * .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .F F
xgA xgA
Ä ÃWe say that p is closed if D s D, fully closed if D s D, and self-adjoint if
Ž .D s D*. Finally, p is said to be integrable if p x is essentially self-adjoint
in D, for each x s x* g A.
In the study of *-representations, it is useful to introduce another
commutant
X UC p s C g p A ; Cp x j p x h s Cj p x x hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Žwqw 1 2 1 2
for all x , x g A such that x g L x and all j , h g D .Ž . 41 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . XThen C p is a *-invariant subspace of p A , but they do notqw qw
Ž .coincide, in general. Now, assume that C p is an algebra; then we putqw
D p s Ýn C j ; C g C p , j g D , k s 1, . . . , n , n g NŽ . Ž . 4qw ks1 k k k qw k
n n n½ p x Ý C j sÝ C p x j , x g A , Ý C j g D p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .qw ks1 k k ks1 k k ks1 k k qw
w xThen, as shown in 5 , p is a *-representation of A such that p ; p ;qw qw
Ž . X Ž . Ž . X Ž . Ž .p *, p A s C p , and p A D p ; D p . We call p theqw w qw qw w qw qw qw
*-representation induced by p .
2. GNS REPRESENTATIONS FOR BIWEIGHTS
Throughout this section let A be a partial *-algebra. Weights on a
partial *-algebra are defined much like weights on *-algebras, as follows
Ž w x .see 16, 17 for weights over *-algebras of unbounded operators .
Ž .  U U Ž .4 Ž .  4Let P A ’ Ý a a ; a g L a ; a map f of P A into R j q‘ isk k k k k q
Ž .said to be a weight on P A if
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i f a q b s f a q f b , a, b g P A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii f la s l f a , l ) 0, a g P A ,
Ž . Ž .where 0 ? q‘ s 0. The notion of quasi-weight on P A is defined in a
similar way.
Ž .However, the GNS construction is impossible for quasi- weights on
Ž .P A . Instead, we define here the notion of biweights, which is a general-
ization of invariant positive sesquilinear forms and makes it possible to
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construct the GNS representation. Let w be a positive sesquilinear form
Ž . Ž . Ž .on D w = D w , where D w is a subspace of A. Then we have
w x , y s w y , x , ; x , y g D w 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
w x , y F w x , x w y , y , ; x , y g D w . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We put
N s x g D w ; w x , x s 0 . 4Ž . Ž .w
Ž .By 2.2 we have
N s x g D w ; w x , y s 0, ; y g D w , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .w
Ž . Ž .and so N is a subspace of D w and the quotient space D w rN ’w w
 Ž . Ž .4l x ’ x q N ; x g D w is a pre-Hilbert space with respect to thew w
Ž Ž . < Ž .. Ž . Ž .inner product l x l y s w x, y , x, y g D w . We denote by H thew w w
Ž .Hilbert space obtained by the completion of D w rN .w
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. Let w be a positive sesquilinear form on D w = D w .
Ž . Ž .A subspace B w of D w is said to be a core for w if
Ž . Ž . Ž .i B w ; R A ;
Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .ii ax; a g A , x g B w ; D w ;
Ž . Ž Ž ..iii l B w is dense in H ;w w
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv w ax, y s w x, a*y , ; a g A , ; x, y g B w ;
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .v w a*x, by s w x, ab y , ; a g L b , ; x, y g B w .
Ž .We denote by B the set of all cores B w for w.w
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. A positive sesquilinear form w on D w = D w such
that B / B is called a biweight on A.w
Ž .Let w be a biweight on A with a core B w . We put
pT a l x s l ax , a g A , x g B w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w w w
Ž . Ž . T Ž .Then it follows from 2.2 and iii of Definition 2.1 that p a is aw
Ž Ž ..well-defined linear operator of l B w into H . Furthermore, it followsw w
Ž . Ž . Tfrom iv and v of Definition 2.1 that p is a *-representation of A. Wew
denote by p B the closure of pT.w w
Ž B .DEFINITION 2.3. The triple p , l , H is called the GNS constructionw w w
Ž .for the biweight w on A with the core B w .
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Ž . Ž .If B w , B w are two different cores for the biweight w, it might1 2
happen, of course, that p B1 s p B2. However, the set of all cores that yieldw w
the same GNS representation for w has a maximal element. Indeed:
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.4. Let w be a biweight on A with a core B w . We put
B w s x g D w l R A ; l x g D p B , and ax g D w andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ Ž .L w w
l ax s p B a l x for all a g A .Ž . Ž . Ž . 5w w w
Ž . Ž . B1 BThen B w is the largest among all cores B w g B for which p s p .L 1 w w w
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. It is clear that B w is a subspace of D w l R A containingL
Ž . Ž Ž ..B w , and so l B w is dense in H . Sincew L w
B Bw a*x , by s p a* l x p b l yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /w w w w
Bs l x p ab l yŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /w w w
s l x l ab yŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /w w
s w x , ab yŽ .Ž .
Ž . Ž .for each a g L b and x, y g B w , and similarlyL
w ax , y s w x , a*yŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for each a g A and x, y g B w , we have B w g B . Since B w ;L L w
Ž . B BL Ž .B w , we have p ; p . Conversely, suppose that x g B w . Then,L w w L
Ž . Ž B. BŽ . Ž . Ž . BLŽ . Ž .l x g D p and p a l x s l ax s p a l x for all a g A ,w w w w w w w
BL B B BL Ž .and hence p ; p . Thus, we have p s p . Take an arbitrary B ww w w w 1
B1 B Ž . Ž . Ž B1.g B such that p s p . Let x g B w . Then, since l x g D p sw w w 1 w w
Ž B.  4 Ž . Ž .D p , there exists a sequence x in B w such that lim l x sw n n“‘ w n
Ž . BŽ . Ž . BŽ . Ž . B1Ž . Ž . Ž .l x and lim p a l x s p a l x s p a l x s l ax forw n“‘ w w n w w w w w
Ž . Ž B. BŽ . Ž . Ž .each a g A. Hence, we have l x g D p and p a l x s l axw w w w w
Ž . Ž . Ž .for each a g A , and so x g B w . Thus, B w ; B w . This completesL 1 L
the proof.
Ž .Let w be a biweight on A and let B w be an arbitrary core for w. In
Ž . Ž .general B w ; B w . Clearly, those cores for w for which the equalityL
holds play a special role. Hence we put
BL s B w g B ; B w s B w .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4w w L
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In this way, we obtain a unique characterization of the GNS representa-
tion for w in terms of a core:
Ž . Ž . LPROPOSITION 2.5. Let w be a biweight on A and B w , B w g B .1 2 w
Then the following statements hold:
Ž . B1 B2 Ž . Ž .1 p ; p if and only if B w ; B w .w w 1 2
Ž . B1 B2 Ž . Ž .2 p s p if and only if B w s B w .w w 1 2
Ž . B1 B2 Ž .Proof. 1 Suppose p ; p . Take an arbitrary x g B w . Sincew w 1
B1 B2 Ž . Ž B2 . B2Ž . Ž .p ; p , it follows that l x g D p and p a l x sw w w w w w
B1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p a l x s l ax for each a g A , and hence x g B w s B w .w w w 2 L 2
Ž . Ž .Thus, we have B w ; B w . The converse is trivial.1 2
Ž . Ž .2 This follows from 1 .
3. EXAMPLES
In this section we give some examples of biweights on partial *-algebras.
pw xEXAMPLE 3.1. We consider the partial *-algebra L 0, 1 as discussed
w xin 11 .
Ž .1 Let 2 F p - ‘. We put
pw x¡D w s L 0, 1Ž .~ 1
w x , y s x t y t dt , x , y g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H¢
0
pw x ‘w xThen w is a biweight on L 0, 1 with largest core L 0, 1 .
Ž . pw x2 Let 1 F p - 2 and A s L 0, 1 . We define a positive sesquilin-
Ž . Ž .ear form w on D w = D w by
¡ 2 w xD w s L 0, 1Ž .~ 1
w x , y s x t y t dt , x , y g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H¢
0
pw x Ž . Ž .We will now show that w is not a biweight on L 0, 1 , because i and ii
Ž . ‘w xare incompatible in this case. Let g g R A s L 0, 1 . Then, if g k 0, we
 w x < Ž . < 4can choose a ) 0 in such a way that the set Y s x g 0, 1 : g x ) a
pŽ . 2Ž . Žhas positive measure. Let f g L Y R L Y such a function always
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.exists because of the assumption on p . Now define
f x , if x g Y ,Ž .Äf x sŽ . ½ w x0, if x g 0, 1 R Y .
Ä pw xClearly, f g L 0, 1 . Now,
21 2 2 2 22Äf x g x dx s f x g x dx G a f x dx s ‘,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
0 Y Y
and this is a contradiction. Therefore B s B.w
pŽ . Ž .EXAMPLE 3.2. We consider the partial *-algebra L R 2 F p - ‘
w x10 . We put
¡ p 2D w s L R l L RŽ . Ž . Ž .~ ‘
w x , y s x t y t dt , x , y g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H¢
y‘
‘Ž . 2Ž . pŽ . 2Ž . pŽ .Since L R l L R ; L R l L R ; L R , it follows that w is a
Ž . Ž .positive sesquilinear form on D w = D w . Next, we put
L‘ R l L p R , 2 F p F 4Ž . Ž .
B w sŽ . ‘ 2 pr py2½ L R l L R , p G 4.Ž . Ž .
Ž . L pŽ .Then B w g B and w is a biweight on L R , as a consequence of thew
following two facts:
Ž . ‘Ž . pŽ . 2Ž . pŽ .a x g L R satisfies ax g L R l L R , ; a g L R , if and
‘Ž . 2 pr py2Ž .only if x g L R l L R ;
Ž . ‘Ž . r1Ž . ‘Ž . r2Ž .b L R l L R ; L R l L R , for 2 F r - r .1 2
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let A be an achieved Hilbert algebra in a Hilbert space
Ž .H, let L A be the left von Neumann algebra of A , and let t be the
Ž . pŽ . p w xnatural trace on L A . Let L t be the Segal L -space 22 . Thenq
pŽ .L t is a partial *-algebra of closed operators in H under the strong sum,
wthe strong scalar multiplication, the strong product, and the adjoint 15,
x21 . Let p G 2. We put
D w s L p t l L2 tŽ . Ž . Ž .½ w S, T s t T*S , S, T g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž .
‘Ž .Ž Ž .. 2Ž . pŽ . 2Ž . pŽ .Since L t ’ L A l L t ; L t l L t ; L t , it follows that w
pŽ . ‘Ž . 2Ž .is a biweight on L t with a core L t l L t .
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EXAMPLE 3.4. Let A be an achieved left Hilbert algebra in a Hilbert
Ž . w xspace H and let L A be the left von Neumann algebra of A 23 . Let S
be the closure of the involution j ‹ j a of A and let S s JD1r2 be the
polar decomposition of S. Let A9 be the commutant of A and let p 9 be
Ž .Ž Ž 1r2 ..the right regular representation of A9. For each x g D S s D D we
put
p x h s p 9 h x , h g A9.Ž . Ž .o
Ž . Ž .Then p x is a closable operator in H whose closure is denoted by p x ,o
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p Sx ; p x * and p x is affiliated with L A . We define
x g L x iff x g D p x and Sx g D p SxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .and then x x s p x x . Take arbitrary x , x g D S such that x g1 2 1 2 1 2 1
Ž .L x . Since2
p Sx h N p x h s p Sx h N p 9 h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
s p Sx h h= N xŽ .ž /1 1 2 2
s h h= N p x xŽ .ž /1 2 1 2
and, moreover,
< =x x h h s p 9 h p x x N hŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
s p Sx *p x h N hŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 2 1
s p x h h= N SxŽ .ž /2 2 1 1
s h h= N p Sx SxŽ .ž /2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .for each h , h g A9, it follows that x x g D S , S x x s Sx Sx ,1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and p x x s p x I p x . Hence the vector space D S is a partial1 2 1 2
*-algebra with the partial multiplication x x and the involution x ‹ Sx,1 2
Ž . ²Ž Ž . . Ž .and p is a *-representation of D S into L D p , H , where D p s
Ž Ž ..l D p x . We putx g DŽS .
D w s D SŽ . Ž .½ w x , y s x N y , x , y g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then w is a biweight on D S with a core B w s B, where B is a
maximal Tomita algebra in H, equivalent to A.
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w xEXAMPLE 3.5. Let A t be a locally convex *-algebra whose multipli-o
t w xcation is not jointly continuous. The completion A of A t is a partialo o
*-algebra with partial multiplication
x g L y iff x g A or y g AŽ . o o
and
¡t- lim x y , y g Aa o
a~xy s
t- lim xy , x g Ab o¢
b
 4  4 w xwhere x , y ; A such that t-lim x s x and t-lim y s y 20 . Let Aa b o a a b b
tbe a *-invariant subspace of A containing A and let w be an invarianto o o
w xpositive sesquilinear form on A = A . Then A is a quasi *-algebra 24 .o o
We put
tt¡  4D w s a g A ; ’ x ; A s.t. x “ a andŽ . ½o a o a
~ lim w x y x , x y x s 0Ž . 5o a a 9 a a 9
a , a 9
t t
w a, b s lim w x , y , a, b g D w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .o o a b o¢
a , b
 4  4where x and y are nets in A such that t-lim x s a and t-lim y sa b o a a b b
Ž .b. Then, lim w x , y exists and does not depend on the choice of thea , b o a b
t 4  4nets x and y . It is easily shown that w is a positive sesquilinear forma b o
t t tŽ . Ž .on D w = D w such that w > w . We look for conditions undero o o o
twhich w is a biweight on A.o
tWe have the following result: w is a biweight on A if, and only if,o
Ž . Ž .l B is dense in l A , wherew o w oo o
 4B s x g A : ax g A , ; a g A .o o
tIn this case, w is a biweight on A with largest core B .o o
w x w xIn particular, suppose that w is continuous on A t = A t ; that is,o o o
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .w x, y F p x p y , ; x, y g A for some continuous seminorm p ono o
t tw x Ž .A t . Then w is a biweight on A with D w s A and largest coreo o o
A .o
t tŽ . Ž .Indeed, if B is a core for w , then B ; R A s A and ax g D w ,o o o
t
t Ž . Ž Ž ..t; a g A , and ; x g B. Furthermore, l B is dense in l D w .w w oo o
Ž . Ž .This, in turn, implies that l B is dense in l A . To prove thew o w oo o
Ž .converse, we need only to check condition iii of Definition 2.1. Indeed, if
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t tl B is dense in l A , then l B is dense in l A . Further,w o w o w o w oo o o o
tŽ . Ž .tit follows from the definition of D w that l A is dense ino w oo
t tŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..t t tl D w . Hence l B is dense in l D w .w o w o w oo o o
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EXAMPLE 3.6. Let M be a partial O*-algebra on D in H and j g H.
We put
D v s X g M ; j g D X ²* 4Ž . Ž .j
² ²½ <v X , Y s X *j Y *j , X , Y g D v .Ž . Ž .Ž .j j
Ž . Ž .Then v is a positive sesquilinear form on D v = D v . When is v aj j j j
biweight on M?
Ž .1 Suppose that j g D and put
B v ’ X g Rw M ; Xj g D** M . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .j
Ž .Assume that B v j is dense in D v j. Then v is a biweight on MŽ .j j j
Ž .with core B v .j
Ž .2 On the other hand, suppose that j g H R D and put
wB v s X g R M ; j g D X and Xj g D ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4o j
B v s linear span of B v .Ž . Ž .j o j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then B v is a subspace of D v satisfying the conditions i , ii , iv ,j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .and v of Definition 2.1. First, i is trivial. We show ii . For every A g M
Ž . Ž Ž ..and X s Ý X g B v X g B v , we have, for every h g D,k k j k o j
² ² ² ² ²A I X h N j s X I A h N j s X I A h N jŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý k
k
s X UA²h N jŽ .Ý k
k
²s A h N X jŽ .Ý k
k
s h N A X j ,Ý kž /ž /
k
which implies
² ²
j g D A I X * and A I X *j s A X j . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý kž /
k
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Ž . Ž .Hence we have A I X g D v , and the statement ii holds. The state-j
Ž .ment iv follows from
² ²v A I X , Y s A I X *j N Y *jŽ . Ž .Ž .j
s AX j N Y j by 3.1Ž .Ž .Ý k j
k , j
²s X j N A Y jÝ ž /k j
k , j
²² ²s X *j N A I Y *jŽ .ž /
s v X , A² I YŽ .j
Ž . Ž Ž ..for every A g M and X s Ý X , Y s Ý Y g B v X , Y g B v .k k j j j k j o j
Ž .The statement v follows from
² ²² ²v A I X , B I Y s A I X *j N B I Y *jŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /j
²s A X j N BY jÝ ž /k j
k , j
s X j N A I B Y jŽ .Ý ž /k j
k , j
²²s X *j N A I B I Y *jŽ .Ž .Ž .
s v X , A I B I YŽ .Ž .j
wŽ . Ž .for every A g L B and X s Ý X , Y s Ý Y g B v . Hence we havek k j j j
the following result:
Ž .Whenever B v j is dense in D v j, then v is a biweight on MŽ .j j j
Ž . Ž .with a core B v . Thus it is sufficient to ask when B v j is dense inj j
D v j. Of course, the answer depends both on the partial O*-algebra MŽ .j
and on the vector j . We examine this problem for partial GW*-algebras.
Ž .2 For every vector j g H, v is a biweight on the maximal partial1 j
²Ž .  4 Ž .O*-algebra L D, H . This holds true because h m j ; h g D ; B vw j
Ž . 4and h m j j ; h g D s D.
Ž .2 Let H be a positive self-adjoint operator in H and let M be a2
‘Ž . Ž n. ‘Ž .partial GW*-algebra on D H ’ l D H containing H ° D H .ng N
For every vector j g H, v is a biweight on M. Indeed, take an arbitraryj
Ž . ² < ² < ²X g D v . Let X * s U X * be the polar decomposition of X * and letj
< ² < ‘ Ž . ²X * s H t dE t be the spectral resolution. Since X * is affiliated with0 X
Ž X . Ž . Ž X . ‘ Ž .M 9, it follows that E t g M 9 for 0 F t - ‘. Let H s H t dE tw X w 0 H
Ž . ² Ž .be the spectral resolution of H, and put X sE n X *E m , m, ngN.m n H X
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Ž X . ‘Ž . ‘Ž . ‘Ž .Then, since X g M 9, X D H ; D H , and X j g D H , wem n w m n m n
Ž . ²have X g B v . Furthermore, since lim X j s X *j , it followsm n j m , n“‘ m n
Ž .that B v j is dense in D v j. Hence, v is a biweight on M.Ž .j j j
EXAMPLE 3.7. We will now consider the relation between biweights and
w xnatural generalized vectors studied in 8, 9 . Let M be a partial O*-algebra
Ž .on D in H. A linear map l of a subspace D l of M into H is called a
Ž . wŽ .natural generalized ¤ector for M if there exists a subspace B l of R M
Ž .  Ž .4 Ž Ž ..such that F l s linear span of A I X ; A g M , X g B l , l B l
Ž . Ž . Ž .; D, and l A I X s Al X for every A g M and X g B l . Let l be
a natural generalized vector for M. We put
w X , Y s l X l Y , X , Y g D l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l
Ž . Ž .Then w is a positive sesquilinear form on D l = D l satisfying thel
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..conditions i , ii , iv , and v of Definition 2.1. Suppose l B l is dense
Ž Ž .. Ž .in l D l . Then w is a biweight on M with core B l , and it is calledl
the biweight defined by l. However, the notions of generalized vectors and
biweights are essentially different. In the case of a generalized vector l,
Ž . Ž . Ž .the core B l is given first and the domain D l is determined by B l .
On the other hand, in the case of a biweight w, the positive sesquilinear
Ž . Ž .form w on D w = D w is given first and cores, if any, are determined by
w. For example, consider the generalized vector l and the biweight vj j
Ž . w xj g H R D . As seen in 9, Example 3.11 ,
B l s X g Rw M ; j g D X ²* and X ²*j g D , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .j
D l s linear span of B lŽ . Ž .j j
and
l A I X s A X ²*j , A I X g D l .Ž .Ý Ý Ýj k k k k k jž /
k k k
On the other hand, for the biweight v the positive sesquilinear form vj j
Ž . Ž .on D v = D v is given first asj j
D v s X g M ; j g D X ²* 4Ž . Ž .j
² ²½ <v X , Y s X *j Y *j , X , Y g D v ,Ž . Ž .Ž .j j
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Ž .and after that we find the core B v for v . In the definition of the GNSj j
Ž .construction for biweights, the condition ii of Definition 2.1 is important.
Ž . ŽŽ .² .The core B l for l is not a core for v . In fact, D A I X * doesj j j
Ž .not necessarily contain j for each A g M and X g B l . Thus, thej
biweight v and the biweight v defined by l are different.j l jj
Ž . Ž B .Let w be a biweight on M with a core B w and let p , l , H be thew w w
corresponding GNS construction for w. First let M be a *-algebra. Then, if
 4w is faithful, i.e., N s 0 , we can define a generalized vector L byw w
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .L p X s l X , X g D w , so that generalized vectors may be usedw w w
in the study of weights. However, if M is a genuine *-algebra, the problem
BŽ .arises immediately that p M is not necessarily a partial O*-algebra,w
even if w is faithful. Thus we cannot define a generalized vector L forw
BŽ .p M , and therefore the notion of generalized vectors is useless for thew
study of biweights.
Nevertheless, l has the following interesting properties, strongly remi-w
niscent of those of generalized vectors. l is a linear map from the densew
Ž .subspace D w of the Hilbert space H into H , for which there exists aw w
Ž . Ž .subspace B w of D w such that
Ž . Ž . wŽ .i B w ; R M ,
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž B.Bii l B w is t -dense in D p ,w p ww
Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .iii A I X ; A g M , X g B w ; D w ,
Ž . Ž . BŽ . Ž . Ž .iv l A I X s p A l X , ; A g M , ; X g B w .w w w
This map l might be useful when exploring the representation p B. Morew w
generally, maps similar to l seem better adapted than the generalizedw
vectors to the study of *-representations.
4. ADMISSIBLE BIWEIGHTS
In this section we define the notion of admissible biweights on partial
*-algebras and give some examples.
DEFINITION 4.1. A biweight w on a partial *-algebra A is said to
Ž . Bbe admissible if there exists a core B w for w such that p is bounded;w
that is,
; a g A , ’ g ) 0; w ax , ax F g w x , x , ; x g B w .Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
The following question is open: Let w be an admissible biweight of A. Is
B Ž .p bounded for every core B w for w?w
We will now give some examples of admissible biweights.
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pŽ . ‘ Ž .EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 1 F p - ‘. A ’ L R l L R is a partial *-alge-loc
bra under the usual partial multiplication. Let K be a compact subset of
R. We put
¡D w s AŽ .K~
w f , g s f x g x dx , f , g g A .Ž . Ž . Ž .H¢ K
K
Ž . Ž .Then w is an admissible biweight on A with largest core B w s R A .K L K
tw xEXAMPLE 4.3. Let A t ; A ; A and let w be as in Example 3.5.o o o
Suppose that
Ž .i w is t-continuous,o
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž .ii w xy, xy F p x w y, y , ; x, y g A for some t-continuouso o o
tseminorm p on A. Then w is an admissible biweight on A witho
tŽ .D w s A and largest core A .o o
‘Ž .EXAMPLE 4.4. Let M be a partial O*-algebra on D H9 in H, where
H9 is a positive self-adjoint operator in H which is affiliated with MX , andw
‘ Ž .j g H. Let H9 s H t dE t and a g R . Then w ’ v is an0 H 9 q a E Ža .jH 9
Ž . Ž .admissible biweight on M with D w s M and largest core B w sa L a
wŽ .R M . Indeed, w is a positive sesquilinear form on M = M. We showa
wŽ . Ž . Ž .that R M is a core for w ; that is, it satisfies the statements i ] v ofa
Ž . Ž .Definition 2.1. The statements i and ii are trivial. Since
 Ž . Ž . 4 wŽ .E t AE a j ; t g R , A g M ; R M j and it is dense inH 9 H 9 q
Ž . wŽ . Ž . Ž .M E a j , it follows that R M E a j is dense in M E a j , whichH 9 H 9 H 9
Ž wŽ .. Ž .implies l R M is dense in H . Thus the statement iii holds. Thew wa a
Ž .statement v follows from
² ²w A I X , B I Y s A XE a j BYE a jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .a H 9 H 9
²s A E a XE a j BE a YE a jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 9 H 9 H 9 H 9
s E a XE a j A I B E a YE a jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 9 H 9 H 9 H 9
s XE a j A I B YE a jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 9 H 9
s w X , A I B IYŽ .Ž .a
wŽ . wŽ .for every A g L B and X, Y g R M .
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Ž .The statement iv is shown in a similar way. Thus w is a biweight on Ma
Ž . Ž . wŽ .with D w s M and B w s R M . Further, sincea L a
2
w A I X , A I X s AXE a jŽ . Ž .a H 9
2s AE a XE a jŽ . Ž .H 9 H 9
2 2F AE a XE a jŽ . Ž .H 9 H 9
2s AE a w X , XŽ . Ž .H 9 a
wŽ .for all A g M and X g R M , it follows that w is admissible.a
5. APPROXIMATELY ADMISSIBLE BIWEIGHTS
In this section we define the notion of approximately admissible bi-
weights, and characterize such a biweight w in terms of the associated
operator-representation p . Throughout the section, A denotes a partialw
Ž .*-algebra and w a biweight on A with a fixed core B w . We first define
the following two orders:
DEFINITION 5.1. A biweight c of A is said to be w-dominated if
Ž . Ž . Ž .i D w ; D c ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii ’ r ) 0 such that c x, x F rw x, x , ; x g D w .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii There exists a core B c for c such that B w ; B c .
Ž Ž .. Ž .In that case, we note c F rw for B c and B c is called a core for c
determining this order. c is uniformly w-dominated if the above statements
Ž . Ž . Ž .i and ii and the following statement iii9 hold:
Ž . Ž .iii9 B w is a core for c .
In this case, we write c F w.u
DEFINITION 5.2. Let c and c be biweights of A. We say that c is1 2 2
an extension of c , and write c ; c , if1 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .i D c ; D c ,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii c s c on D c = D c ,1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii There exists a core B c for c and a core B c for c such1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .that B c ; B c .1 2
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Ž . Ž B.LEMMA 5.3. 1 For any K g C p with 0 F K F I we putqw w
w x , y s Kl x l y , x , y g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /K w w
Ž . Ž .Then w is a biweight on A with core B w s B w and w F w.K K K u
Ž .2 Let c be a biweight on A. Suppose c F w. Then there exists an
Ž B.element K of C p such that 0 F K F I and w ; c . In particular,qw w K
Ž .suppose c is admissible and c F w for an admissible core B c . Then
Ž B. Ž . 1r2 Ž .p * a K g B H for each a g A.w w
Ž .Proof. 1 This is almost trivial.
Ž . Ž .2 Suppose c F w for a core B c . We put
K l x s l x , x g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž .w , c w c
Then K can be extended to a continuous linear map of H to H . Wew, c w c
denote this extension again by K . We put K s K *K . Then,w, c w , c w , c
Ž . Ž . Ž .K g B H and 0 F K F I. Since B w ; B c , we havew
B BKp a* l x p b l y s l a*x l byŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ž /w w w w c c
s c a*x , byŽ .
s c x , ab yŽ .Ž .
s l x l ab yŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /c c
Bs Kl x p ab l yŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /w w w
Ž . Ž . Ž B.for every a g L b and x, y g B w . Hence, K g C p . Furthermore,qw w
we have
D w s D w ; D c ,Ž . Ž . Ž .K
B w s B w ; B c ,Ž . Ž . Ž .K
w x , y s Kl x l y s l x l y s c x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /K w w c c
Ž . Ž .for every x, y g D w s D w . Hence, w ; c . Suppose c F w for anK K
Ž . Ž .admissible core B c . Since B c is an admissible core for c , containing
Ž .B w , it follows that
21 B 22K p a l x s c ax , ax F r c x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .w w a
212 2s r K l xŽ .a w
22F r l xŽ .a w
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1r2 BŽ . Ž .for every a g A and x g B w , which implies K p a g B H forŽ .w w
B 1r2Ž . Ž . Ž .each a g A. Hence, p * a K g B H for each a g A.w w
 4DEFINITION 5.4. If there exists a net w of admissible biweights w ona a
Ž . Ž .A with admissible cores B w such that w F w for B w , ; a , anda a a
Ž . Ž . Ž .lim w x, y s w x, y for each x, y g B w , then w is said to be approxi-a a
mately admissible. If there does not exist any nonzero admissible biweight
Ž .c of A such that c F w for an admissible core B c , then w is said to be
strictly inadmissible.
Ž . ŽLEMMA 5.5. Suppose w is admissible, with an admissible core B w resp.
. Ž B.w is approximately admissible and C p is a ¤on Neumann algebra.qw w
ŽThen e¤ery biweight c on A with c F w is admissible resp. approximatelyu
.admissible .
Ž .Proof. Suppose w is admissible and B w is an admissible core for w.
By Lemma 5.3 we have
2 21B B2c ax , ax s p a K l x F p a c x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w w w
Ž . Ž .for all a g A and x g B w s B c , and hence c is admissible. Suppose
 4w is approximately admissible; that is, there exists a net w of admissiblea
Ž .biweights w of A with admissible cores B w such that w F w fora a a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B w , ; a , and lim w x, y s w x, y for all x, y g B w . By Lemmaa a a
Ž B.5.3, for each a there exists an element K of C p such thata qw w
Ž . Ž Ž . < Ž .. Ž .0 F K F I, w x, y s K l x l y for each x, y g D w anda a a w w
1 1B 2 25 5p * a K j F r K j 5.1Ž . Ž .Ž .w a a a
for each a g A and j g H . Since 0 F K F I for each a andw a
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4lim w x, x s w x, x for each x g D w , it follows that K convergesa a a
weakly to I. Since c F w, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that there exists anu
Ž B. Ž . Ž Ž .element H of C p such that 0 F H F I and c x, y s Hl x Nqw w w
Ž .. Ž .l y for each x, y g D w . We now putw
1 1
2 2c x , y s K H l x H l y , x , y g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /a a w w
Ž B. 1r2 1r2Since C p is a von Neumann algebra, we have H K H gqw w a
Ž B. Ž .1r2 1r2C p , and so c s w is a biweight on A with a core B c sqw w a H K H aa
Ž . Ž .B c s B w . Since 0 F K F I, we have c F c . Furthermore, sincea a u
21 1 B2 2c ax , ax s K H p a l xŽ . Ž . Ž .a a w w
21 1B 2 2s p * a K H l xŽ . Ž .Ž .w a w
21 12 2 2F r K H l x by 5.1Ž . Ž .a a w
s r 2c x , xŽ .a a
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Ž .for each a g A and x g B c , it follows that c is admissible. Moreover,a a
we have
1 1
2 2lim c x , y s lim K H l x H l yŽ . Ž . Ž .ž /a a w w
a a
1 1
2 2s H l x H l yŽ . Ž .ž /w w
s c x , yŽ .
Ž .for every x, y g B c . Hence, c is approximately admissible.
Ž B.LEMMA 5.6. Suppose w is approximately admissible and C p is aqw w
 4¤on Neumann algebra. Then there exists a set E of mutually orthogonala a g A
Ž B. Ž B. Ž . Ž .projections in C p such that Ý E s I and p * a E g B H forqw w ag A a w a w
e¤ery a g A and a g A.
 4Proof. Let E be a maximal set of mutually orthogonal projec-a a g A
Ž B. Ž B. Ž . Ž .tions in C p such that p * a E g B H for each a g A andqw w w a w
a g A. Suppose E ’ I y Ý E / 0. By Lemma 5.5, w is an approxi-a g A a E
mately admissible biweight on A such that w F w, so that there exists aE u
nonzero admissible biweight c of A such that c F w for a admissibleE
Ž . Ž B.core B c for c . By Lemma 5.3, there exists an element K of C pqw w
Ž B. Ž . 1r2 Ž .such that 0 F K F I, p * a K g B H for each a g A andw w
w ; c and B w s B w ; B c . 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K K
1 Ž .Let K s H t dF t be the spectral resolution of K. Since K / 0, there0
Ž .exists a real number t g R such that 0 - t - 1 and F ’ I y F t / 0o o o
and t F F K, so thato
1
w F w . 5.3Ž .F u Kto
Ž . Ž .Since B c is an admissible core for c , it follows from 5.2 that w isK
Ž . Ž .admissible and B w is an admissible core for w , which implies by 5.3K
Ž .that w is admissible and B w is an admissible core for w . Further, sinceF F
5 Ž .5 Ž .5 Ž .5 Ž .Fl x F 1r t El x for all x g B w , we have F F E. This con-'w o w
 4tradicts the maximality of E . Hence, Ý E s I.a a a
According to the following theorem, a biweight may be decomposed
into an approximately admissible part and a strictly inadmissible part, a
result somewhat reminiscent of the familiar Lebesgue decomposition
w xtheorem 3 .
Ž .THEOREM 5.7. Let w be a biweight on A with a core B w Suppose
BŽ . X Ž B. Ž B. BŽ . Xp A D p ; D p . Then there exists a projection E g p A suchw w w w w w
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that w is approximatley admissible and w is strictly inadmissible. More-E IyE
 4o¤er, E can be taken as E s Ý E , where E is a set of mutuallya a a
BŽ . Xorthogonal projections in p A such that each w is admissible.w w Ea
BŽ . X Ž B. Ž B. w x BŽ . XProof. Since p A D p ; D p , it follows from 4 that p Aw w w w w w
Ž B.  4s C p and it is a von Neumann algebra. Let E be a maximalqw w a a g A
BŽ . Xset of mutually orthogonal projections in p A such that w is anw w Ea
Ž .admissible biweight on A with an admissible core B w for each a g A.
We put E s Ý E . It is clear that w is approximately admissible. Wea g A a E
show that w is strictly inadmissible. Suppose c is a nonzero admissibleIyE
Ž .biweight on A such that c F w for an admissible core B w . Then weIyE
can prove in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5.6 that there exists a
BŽ . Xnonzero projection F in p A such that F F I y E and w is admissi-w w F
 4ble. This contradicts the maximality of E . Hence, w is strictlya a g A IyE
inadmissible.
By Theorem 5.7 we have the following
BŽ . XCOROLLARY 5.8. Suppose p A s C I. Then, either w is admissible orw w
w is strictly inadmissible.
We characterize approximately admissible biweights w by the operator-
representation p B. We first define the product of a set of *-representa-w
 4tions. Let p be a set of *-representations of A on H . We puta a g A a
¡
D p s j g j ; j g D p , ; a , andŽ . Ž .Ł a a a a½ž /
agA
2~ p a j - ‘ for all a g AŽ .Ý a a 5
agA
p a j s p a j , a g A , j s j g D p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ła a a a a¢ž / ž /
agA agA
Then, Ł p is a *-representation of A on the direct sum Hilbert spacea g A a
 4[ H and it is called the product of p . It is easily shown thata a a g Aa g A
Ž .Ł p is closed fully closed, self-adjoint, integrable if and only if p isa g A a a
Ž .closed fully closed, self-adjoint, integrable for every a g A.
Ž .THEOREM 5.9. Let w be a biweight on A with a core B w . Then the
following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . BŽ . X Ž B. Ž B.i w is approximately admissible and p A D p ; D p .w w w w
Ž . B  4ii p is unitarily equi¤alent to the product Ł p of a set pw a g A a a a g A
of bounded *-representations of A. If this is true, then p B is integrable.w
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Ž . Ž .  4Proof. i « ii By Lemma 5.5, there exists a set E of projec-a a g A
BŽ . X Ž B. Ž . Ž .tions in p A such that Ý E s I and p * a E g B H , ; a g A.w w eA a w a w
We put
p a s p B * a E , a g A .Ž . Ž .Ž .a w a
XB B B BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since p A D p ; D p , it follows that p a s p a E and pŽ .w w w w a w a a
Ž . Ž .is a bounded *-representation of A. For each j s j g D Ł pa a g A a
and a g A we have
p B a *h N j s p B a *h N E jŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýw w a
a
s p B a E *h N jŽ .Ž .Ý ž /w a
a
Bs h N p a E jŽ .Ý ž /w a
a
s E h N p a jŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .a a a
Ž BŽ . . Bfor each h g D p a * , which implies Ł p ; p . Hence we havew a g A a w
p B * ; p * s p ; p B ,Ž . Ł Łw a a wž /
agA agA
which implies p B s Ł p .w a g A a
Ž . Ž . B BŽ . X Ž B. Ž B.ii « i Since p s Ł p , we have p A D p ; D p .w a g A a w w w w
BŽ . XLet E be the projection of H s [ H onto H . Then, E g p Aa w a a a w wa g A
and Ý E s I. Let F be a finite subset of A and put E s Ý Ea g A a F a g F a
Ž .and w s w . Then w is admissible and w F w. Further, lim w x, yF E F F u F FF
Ž . Ž .s w x, y for each x, y g B w . Hence, w is approximately admissible.
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 5.10. The following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž B.i w is approximately admissible and C p is a ¤on Neumannqw w
algebra.
Ž . Ž B. Bii The induced extension p of p is unitarily equi¤alent to thew qw w
 4product Ł p of a set p of bounded *-representations of A.a g A a a a g A
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pŽ . ‘ Ž .EXAMPLE 5.11. We consider the partial *-algebra A ’ L R l L Rloc
of Example 4.2. We put
¡ 2D w s A l L RŽ . Ž .~ ‘
w f , g s f t g t dt , f , g g D w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H¢
y‘
Then w is an approximately admissible biweight on A with the core
Ž .  4  4B w ’ f g A; supp f is compact . Indeed, let K be an increasingn
sequence of compact subsets of R such that j K s R. We putn n
¡D w s AŽ .K n~
w f , g s f t g t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .HK n¢ Kn
As seen in Example 4.2, w is an admissible biweight on A withK n
Ž .admissible core R A . In addition, it is easily shown that w F w for theK n
Ž . Ž .admissible core R A for w , ; n g N, and lim w s w on B w =K n“‘ Kn n
Ž .B w . Hence, w is approximately admissible.
EXAMPLE 5.12. As in Example 4.3, let M be a partial O*-algebra on
‘Ž .D H9 in H, where H9 is a positive self-adjoint operator in H which is
X ‘ Ž .affiliated with M , and let H9 s H t dE t be the spectral resolution ofw 0 H 9
H9. For each j g H we put
D v s X g M ; j g D X ²* , 4Ž . Ž .j
² ²½ v X , Y s X *j N Y *j , X , Y g D v .Ž . Ž .Ž .j j
Ž .Suppose B v j is dense in D v j, whereŽ .j j
wB v s linear span of X g R M ; j g D X and Xj g D .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4j
Ž .Then v is an approximately admissible biweight on M with a core B v .j j
By Example 4.3, w ’ v is an admissible biweight on M witha E Ža .jH 9
Ž . wŽ .D w s M and the admissible core R M . Hence, we have w F v fora a j
Ž .each a g R . Furthermore, we have, for every X, Y g B v ,q j
lim w X , Y s lim XEX a j N YE a jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .a H H 9
a a
s lim E a Xj N E a YjŽ . Ž .Ž .H 9 H 9
a
s Xj N YjŽ .
s v X , Y .Ž .j
Thus, v is approximately admissible.j
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EXAMPLE 5.13. Let A be the unbounded CCR-algebra with one degree
2Ž .of freedom and let p be the Schrodinger representation of A on L RÈo
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .with domain D p s S R , the Schwartz space. Let f ; S R be theo n
2Ž .orthonormal basis in L R consisting of normalized Hermite functions.
‘ Ž .Then the number operator N is represented as N s Ý n q 1 f m f .ns0 n n
Ž . Ž . Let M be a partial O*-algebra on S R containing p A and f m f ; n,o n m
 44 2Ž .m g N j 0 . Then, for any nonzero vector j g L R , v is a strictlyj
inadmissible biweight on M. Indeed, since
 4B v > f m f ; n , m g N j 0 , 4Ž .j n n
Ž . Ž .it follows that B v j is dense in S R , and since M is unitarilyj
BŽ . BŽ .X Ž X .equivalent to p M and p M s C I by M s C I , it follows fromv v w wj j
Corollary 5.8 that v is strictly inadmissible.j
APPENDIX: WEIGHTS ON PARTIAL *-ALGEBRAS
w xIn 6 , a GNS representation for a partial *-algebra is constructed, in
which the elements are represented by operators in a partial inner product
Ž . w xPIP space 1 . This representation is based on the notion of B-weight,
w xwhich is closely related to that of biweight. However, Proposition 3.7 of 6
w x Ž w x.is incorrect as it stands 18 counterexamples may be found in 19 . Yet
the results hold true with some slight changes that we describe in this
Appendix.
w xFor the sake of completeness, we recall the crucial definitions of 6 ,
using the original notations. Let A be a partial *-algebra and let V be a
positive sesquilinear form defined on a domain G ; A = A.V
DEFINITION A.1. The positive sesquilinear form V is called a B-weight
on the partial *-algebra A if there exists a subspace B : RA : A such
that
Ž .i B = B : G ,V
Ž . Ž .ii If x g A and b g B , then xb, c g G , ; c g B ,V
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii V xb , b s V b , x*b , ; x g A , b , b g B ,1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž U .iv If x g L x , then x b , x b g G , ; b , b g B , and1 2 1 1 2 2 V 1 2
Ž U . Ž Ž . .V x b , x b s V b , x x b ,1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .v If x g B and V b, x s 0, ; b g B , or, equivalently, if V x, x
Ž .  < Ž .s 0, then V y, x s 0, ; y g B , where B s x g A x, b g G ,V V V
4; b g B .
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Then one shows that a B-weight generates on the partial *-algebra a
w xnatural structure of PIP space 1 . The set B is a vector space containingV
Ž .B , and it carries the compatibility relation: xay m x, y g G . TheV
Ž . ² :partial inner product is then defined on compatible pairs x, y by x, y
Ž .s V x, y . However, this PIP space is degenerate, in general. In order to
Ã Ãremedy this fact, one introduces an appropriate quotient A of B . On A ,V
Ã Ãw x w xone defines a new compatibility a by a a b m a a b, and a partial inner
²w x w x: Ž . w xproduct by a , b s V a, b . Then Proposition 3.7 of 6 asserts that
Ã ÃŽ .A , a is a nondegenerate PIP space. However this is incorrect, because
Ãthe linear compatibility and the partial inner product on A are ill defined;
they both depend on the choice of an element a in its equivalence class
w xa . However that is easily corrected by changing the definition slightly as
follows.
Define the following vector spaces:
H aB s x g B N V x , y s 0, ; y g BŽ . Ž . 4V V V
Ha aB s x g B N V x , y s 0, ; y g BŽ . 4Ž .V V V
B Hs x g B N V x , y s 0, ; y g B . 4Ž .V
Ž .H Ž a .H HClearly one has B : B : B .V V
Ã H Ã H ÃŽ . Ž Ž . .Now let A s B r B and B s Br B l B , and define on AV V V
Ãthe same linear compatibility a and partial inner product as before. With
these new definitions, one easily proves the following statements.
LEMMA A.2.
Ã ÃŽ . Ž ² :.i The PIP space A , a, ? , ? is well defined:
² : ² :a a b iff a q n a b q n9 and a, b s a q n , b q n9 ,Ž . Ž .
H
; n , n9 g B .Ž .V
Ã ÃŽ . Ž ² :.ii The PIP space A , a, ? , ? is nondegenerate if
HH aB s B . A.1Ž . Ž .Ž .V V
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .iii B , A is a dual pair iff
HH a HB s B s B . A.2Ž . Ž .Ž .V V
Ž . Ž .Under the condition A.2 , the GNS operators p a , defined as before by
Ž .w x w x w xp a b s ab , ; b g B , are well defined and Proposition 3.9 of 6 is
Ž .Hcorrect. This results from the fact that a g A , x g B implies ax gV
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H w xB , as in the second statement of 6, Lemma 3.4 . Note that the problem
w xdoes not show up in the examples given in 6 , since all the sesquilinear
forms considered are nondegenerate.
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